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Setup Helper 
 

 
Setup order What to check 

Weight distribution 
Make sure the car is balanced left to right 
and you have the appropriate front to rear 
weight distribution for the conditions 

Chassis Tweak Chassis sits flat on setup board 
Ride Height Set to desired value using gauge 
Droop Set to desired value with car on blocks 
Camber/Caster Set to desired values on setup station 

Toe/Steering Throw 
Set to desired values on setup station 
Steering throw must be even both sides 

Suspension Tweak Each wheel lifts off board at same time 
 
Weight transfer/bias basics: 

 When you apply throttle, weight is transferred to the rear 
 When you lift-off or brake, weight is transferred to the front 
 Always balance your car left to right 
 Try to have the lightest car possible – as a general rule the lighter 

your car, the better it will corner 
 Typically a slight front weight bias (or neutral bias) will be easier 

to drive and more forgiving, especially in low traction conditions 
 
 

Front roll center Effect 

Lower 

 Improved forward traction  
 Improved steering response 
 Recommended for asphalt tracks and 

tracks with low-medium traction. 

Higher 

 Decreases forward traction,  
 Easier to drive, less responsive  
 Easier to drive in chicanes and high-

traction conditions. 
 Recommended for carpet or high traction 

tracks 
 

Rear roll center Effect 

Lower 

 Improves traction  
 Decreases cornering speed  
 Increases on power push  
 Recommended for low traction tracks 

Higher 
 Improves rotation  
 Increases on power steering  
 Recommended for high traction tracks 

 
Front droop Effect 

Higher value 
(less) 

 Decreases front chassis upward travel on 
power 

 Less rearward weight transfer 
 Less responsive, more stable 
 Better on smooth tracks 

Lower value 
(more) 

 Increases upward chassis travel on power 
 Increases rearward weight transfer 
 More responsive, less stable 
 Better on bumpy tracks 

 
Rear droop Effect 

Higher value 
(less) 

 Decreases rear chassis upward travel off 
power or under braking 

 Decreases forward weight transfer 
 More stable under braking 
 Better on smooth tracks 

Lower value 
(more) 

 Increases rear chassis upward travel off 
power or under braking 

 Increases forward weight transfer 
 More responsive, less stable 
 Better on bumpy tracks 

 

When you do 
this to ride 

height 

Also do this 
to droop Effect 

Increase Decrease 
Increasing ride height will decrease 
the droop value. To compensate, 
increase the droop value. 

Decrease Increase 
Decreasing ride height will increase 
the droop value. To compensate, 
decrease the droop value. 

 

Longer wheelbase 
 More stability  
 Easier to drive  
 Better on high-traction or big tracks 

Shorter 
wheelbase 

 Less stable  
 More difficult to drive, more aggressive  
 Better steering response  
 Better on small, technical tracks 

 
Decreasing ride height 
(lowering the car) 

 Faster reaction  
 More overall grip  
 Better on smooth tracks 

Increasing ride height 
(raising the car) 

 Slower reaction  
 Increases chassis roll  
 Decreases overall grip  
 Better on bumpy tracks 

Front lower then rear 
by 0.5mm 

 Increased steering into corner  
 More stability in corners  
 Increased on-power oversteer 

 

Softer dampening 
 Produces the most grip  
 More chassis roll 
 Decreases cornering speed 

Harder dampening 

 Allows the car to break traction more 
easily 

 Less chassis roll 
 Higher cornering speed 

 

 
Stiffer front springs 

 Increased steering response front  
 Increased in-corner steering  
 Increased on-power steering  
 Higher top speed  
 Decreased mid-corner steering  
 Less overall grip 

Softer front springs 

 Decreased steering response  
 More overall grip front  
 Smoother steering  
 Increased mid-corner steering  
 Increased off-power steering  
 Smoother under braking 

Stiffer rear springs 
 Increased mid-corner steering  
 Improved initial acceleration  
 Less overall grip 

Softer rear springs 

 Increased in-corner steering  
 Increased on-power steering  
 Decreased mid-corner steering  
 Smoother, more overall grip 

 

Front shocks more upright  Improves on power steering 
 Decreases mid corner steering 

Front shocks more inclined  Improves mid corner steering 

Rear shocks more upright  Improves initial acceleration 
 Increased rear stability 

Rear shocks more inclined  Improved in corner steering 
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Wider front 
track width 

 Decreases front traction  
 Decreases steering response  
 Easier to drive  
 Reduces traction rolling  
 Recommended for high-traction tracks 

Narrower 
front track 
width 

 Increases front traction  
 Increases steering response  
 Recommended for low-medium traction tracks 

Wider rear 
track width 

 More stable  
 Easier to drive  
 Less rotation  
 More on-power push  
 Recommended for high-traction tracks 

Narrower 
rear track 
width 

 Less stable  
 Better rotation  
 Increases cornering speed  
 Recommended for low-medium traction tracks 

 

Less caster  
(more vertical) 

 Decreases straight-line stability  
 Increases off-power steering at corner entry  
 Increases suspension efficiency  
 Decreases on-power steering in mid-corner 

and corner exit 

More caster  
(more inclined) 

 Increases straight-line stability  
 Decreases off-power steering at corner entry  
 Increases on-power steering in mid-corner 

and corner exit.  
 More stable in bumpy track conditions 

 
More front toe  More stable on-power and on straight 

Less front toe 

 Decreases understeer  
 Increases steering at corner entry  
 Faster steering response  
 Less stable under acceleration  
 Makes car more difficult to drive 

More rear toe 

 Increases traction  
 More stable  
 More push  
 Less cornering speed 

Less rear toe 

 Less traction  
 More cornering speed  
 More on power steering 
 Better rotation 

 

No anti dive  
(front arms level) 

 More weight transfer to the front of the 
chassis off-throttle or under braking  

 Chassis compresses or drops more off-
throttle or under braking  

 Works better on bumpy tracks  
 Decreases steering response 

Positive anti dive 
(front arms 
angled 
backwards) 

 Less weight transfer to the front of the 
chassis off-throttle or under braking  

 Chassis compresses or drops less off-
throttle or under braking  

 Works better on smooth tracks  
 Increases steering response 

 

No anti squat 
(rear arms level) 

 More weight transfer to the rear of the 
chassis on-throttle  

 Chassis compresses or drops more on-
throttle  

 Increases steering response  
 Better on a bumpy track 

Positive anti 
squat 
(rear arms angled 
backwards) 

 Less weight transfer to the rear of the 
chassis on-throttle  

 Chassis compresses or drops less on-
throttle  

 Decreases steering response  
 Increases rear traction  
 Better on a smooth track 

 
More bump steer shims  Better steering response 

Less bump steer shims 
 Less steering in mid-corner 
 Smoother steering response 
 Better on rough and bumpy tracks 

 

 

More Ackermann 
shims 

 Quickens initial steering response 
 Car reacts faster to steering input 
 Better suited to small and tight tracks 

Less Ackermann 
shims 

 Smoothens out steering response 
 Better suited to smooth flowing tracks 

with high speed corners 
 

Diff position up 
 More on-power steering 
 Makes rear slightly more loose 
 Better rotation 

Diff position down 
 More rear traction – mainly on-power 
 More stable in chicanes 
 More on-power push 

 

Lighter diff fluid 

 Less traction 
 More stability 
 Less on power steering 
 More off power rotation and steering 

Heavier diff fluid 

 Higher traction 
 Less stability 
 More on power steering 
 Less off power rotation and steering 

 

Stiffer front 
anti roll bar 

 Less chassis roll  
 Decreases front traction  
 Increases rear traction  
 Reduces off-power steering at corner entry 

(increases understeer)  
 Quicker steering response  

Softer front 
anti roll bar 

 More chassis roll  
 Increases front traction  
 Decreases rear traction 
 Increases off-power steering (may cause 

oversteer) 

Stiffer rear 
anti roll bar 

 Less chassis roll  
 Decreases rear traction 
 Increases front traction 
 Increases on-power steering (may cause 

oversteer)  
 Quicker steering response in high speed 

chicanes 

Softer rear 
anti roll bar 

 More chassis roll 
 Increases rear traction  
 Decreases front traction  
 Decreases on-power steering (increases 

understeer) 
 
 
 

WHAT TO CHANGE? 
 
Increase traction/avoid wheelspin 

Component Change 
Camber Less (F/R) 
Anti Squat More 
Toe More (R) 
Roll center Lower in general 
Camber link  Longer (R) 
Shock dampening Lighter oil, larger piston holes 

 
Increase stability 

Component Change 
Caster More (F) 
Camber More (F) then more (R) 
Toe Wheels closer to straight (F) 
Shock angle More upright (R) 
Shock dampening Heavier (F), lighter (R) 
Track width Wider (F) 
Droop Less in general 

 
Continued on the next page….. 
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WHAT TO CHANGE? 
 
Corner Entry (Off Power) 

Problem Impact Component Change 

Reduce 
Understeer 

Most 

Weight transfer More to the front 
Anti roll bar Softer (F), stiffer (R) 
Roll center Lower (F), higher (R) 
Camber link Inner stud lower 
Shock springs Softer (F), Stiffer (R) 
Shock 
dampening 

Lighter (F), heavier 
(R) 

Diff fluid Heavier (R) 
Ackerman Less 

Medium 

Shock angle More inward (F), 
more outward (R) 

Droop More (R) 
Caster Less (F) 
Ride height Lower (F), higher (R) 
Toe More (F), less (R) 
Wheelbase Shorter 

Less 
Camber More (F), less (R) 
Anti squat More 
Kick up Less 

Reduce 
Oversteer 

Most 

Weight transfer More to the rear 
Anti roll bar Stiffer (F), softer (R) 
Roll center Higher (F), lower (R) 
Shock springs Stiffer (F), softer (R) 
Shock 
dampening 

Heavier (F), lighter 
(R) 

Diff fluid Heavier (R) 

Medium 

Shock angle More outward (F), 
more inward (R) 

Droop Less (R) 
Caster Less (F) 
Ride height Higher (F), lower (R) 
Toe Less (F), more (R) 
Wheelbase Longer 

Less 
Camber Less (F), more (R) 
Anti squat Less 
Kick up More 

Reduce 
Traction 
Roll 

Most 

Anti roll bar Stiffer (F), softer (R) 
Ride height Lower 
Caster Less (F) 
Roll center Higher (F), lower (R) 

Medium 

Droop More (R) 
Shock springs Stiffer (F), softer (R) 
Shock 
dampening 

Heavier (F), lighter 
(R) 

Track width Wider (F) 
 
 

Mid Corner (Neutral Power) 
Problem Impact Component Change 

Reduce 
Understeer 

Most 

Weight transfer More to the front 
Anti roll bar Softer (F), Stiffer (R) 
Roll center Lower (F), Higher (R) 
Shock springs Softer (F), Stiffer (R) 

Medium 

Shock 
dampening 

Lighter (F), Heavier 
(R) 

Shock angle 
More inward (F), 
more outward (R) 

Droop More (R) 
Caster More (F) 
Ride height Lower (F), Higher (R) 
Wheelbase Shorter 

Less 

Toe 
More (F) out, less (R) 
in 

Camber More (F), less (R) 
Anti squat More 
Kick up Less 

Reduce 
Oversteer 

Most 

Weight transfer More to the rear 
Anti roll bar Stiffer (F), softer (R) 
Roll center Higher (F), lower (R) 
Shock springs Stiffer (F), softer (R) 

Medium 

Shock 
dampening 

Heavier (F), lighter 
(R) 

Shock angle More outward (F), 
more inward (R) 

Droop Less (R) 
Caster Less (F) 
Ride height Higher (F), lower (R) 
Wheelbase Longer 

Less 

Tow 
Less (F) out, more (R) 
in 

Camber Less (F), more (R) 
Anti squat Less 
Kick up More 

Reduce 
Traction 
Roll 

Most 

Anti roll bar Stiffer (F), softer (R) 
Ride height Lower (F) and (R) 
Caster Less (F) 
Roll center Higher (F), lower (R) 
Shock springs Stiffer (F), softer (R) 

Medium 
Droop More (F) and (R) 
Shock 
dampening 

Heavier (F) 

 
 
 
 
 

Corner Exit (On Power) 
Problem Impact Component Change 

Reduce 
Understeer 

Most 

Weight transfer More to the front 
Anti roll bar Softer (F), stiffer (R) 
Roll center Lower (F), higher (R) 
Shock 
dampening 

Heavier (R), lighter 
(F) 

Caster More (F) 
Diff fluid Lighter (R) 
Droop Less (R) 
Ackerman More 

Medium 

Shock springs Softer (F), stiffer (R) 

Shock angle 
More outward (R), 
more inward (F) 

Droop Less (F) 
Toe Less (R) 
Ride height Lower (F), higher (R) 
Wheelbase Shorter 

Less 
Camber Less (R), more (F) 
Anti squat More 
Kick up More 

Reduce 
Oversteer 

Most 

Weight transfer More to the rear 
Anti roll bar Stiffer (F), softer (R) 
Roll center Higher (F), lower (R) 
Shock 
dampening 

Lighter (R), heavier 
(F) 

Caster Less (F) 
Diff fluid Heavier (R) 
Droop More (R) 

Medium 

Shock springs Stiffer (F), softer (R) 

Shock angle More inward (R), 
more outward (F) 

Droop More (F) 
Toe More (R) 
Ride height Higher (F), lower (R) 
Wheelbase Longer 

Less 
Camber More (R), less (F) 
Anti squat Less 
Kick up Less 

Reduce 
Traction 
Roll 

Most 

Anti roll bar Stiffer (F), softer (R) 
Ride height Lower 
Caster Less (F) 
Roll center Higher (F), lower (R) 

Medium 

Droop More (F) 
Shock springs Stiffer (F), softer (R) 
Shock 
dampening 

Heavier (F), lighter 
(R) 

Shock rebound Less 
 


